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Press release from Emotra AB (publ)   

Göteborg, May 28, 2020  

Claim form concerning a disputed debt served on Emotra in the 

district court of Göteborg  

Since the autumn of 2017, Emotra has been involved in a dispute with an Italian consultancy, ABC Form Srl. 

Semplificata (“ABC”), for work mainly performed by professor Marco Sarchiapone from 2014 to 2017. The 

district court in Göteborg has now notified Emotra that a claim form has been served by ABC.  

The dispute between Emotra and ABC has been ongoing since 2017 and is due to the fact that Emotra has 

refused to pay, in our opinion, unjustifiably large invoices from ABC. Emotra has repeatedly requested correct 

supporting documents for the costs that ABC is requesting compensation for. ABC has turned a deaf ear to 

these requests. The contracts that exist between the parties have specified that Emotra will compensate ABC 

for expenses in connection with meetings, seminars, travel, hotels, etc. Up until the autumn of 2017, Emotra 

had paid all such invoices from ABC in full.  

 

When ABC’s compensation levels increased during the summer and autumn of 2017, Emotra asked ABC to 

provide supporting documents, which ABC refused. At this point, Emotra ended all cooperation with ABC and 

professor Sarchiapone. Emotra disputed all liability for the invoices in question. ABC answered by sending 

Emotra a further number of similar invoices, primarily for work previously carried out. Emotra has insisted with 

its request to see accurate supporting documents, which ABC so far has refused to accommodate. 

 

Emotra has previously disclosed this dispute, for example in each annual report since 2017, as follows: 

“One of the Company’s suppliers forwarded a claim at the end of 2017 amounting to 1.7 MSEK regarding 

unpaid consultant fees for previously delivered services. The Board of Directors’ opinion is that Emotra has paid 

the consultant in full for everything agreed in our written agreements. The Company has asked the consultant 

to submit specifications and supporting records for the invoiced amount and has stopped certain payments until 

the requested records have been submitted. Only a portion of this amount has been expensed.” 

 

In the claim, ABC has requested that Emotra be obligated to pay 1.7 MSEK, plus penalty interest and legal costs. 

In its coming reply, Emotra will contest ABC’s claim in its entirety.  

 

ABC is represented by the law firm Daniel Stjärneland in Stockholm. Emotra is represented by the law firm 

Delphi in Göteborg. 
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